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Biological ion channels are molecular gatekeepers that control transport across 
cell membranes. Re-creating the functional principle with de-novo-designed 
materials is scientifically exciting and technologically relevant for sensing or 
drug-release1, 2. A key challenge in the fabrication of synthetic channels is, 
however, to achieve a predictable structure2-4. Here, we use DNA as building 
material5-9 to rationally design an atomistically determined molecular valve to 
control when and which cargo is transported across a bilayer. The valve is able 
to specifically bind a ligand and in response undergo a nanomechanical change 
to open up the membrane-spanning channel. It also distinguishes with high 
selectivity the transported small-molecule cargo carrying a positive instead of a 
negative charge, something which has not been achieved in DNA nanotechnology 
before. Reflecting its functional performance, the DNA device may be used for 
controlled drug release, and the building of synthetic cell-like or logic ionic 
networks10, 11. 
 
The re-engineering of biological protein pore scaffolds is a successful approach12, 13 
which has led, for example, to components for label-free biosensing14-17 and portable 
genome sequencing18, 19. Creating completely new architectures with synthetic 
materials can offer greater design freedom and translate into more functions and 
applications20-26. A key challenge in the de-novo design of membrane channels is, 
however, to achieve an atomistically defined structure of predictable nanomechanical 
properties3 because the traditional building blocks of polypeptides and organic 
polymers are highly flexible2, 4. DNA, by contrast, is known to fold into pre-
determined structures and is able to meet most the criteria required for creating 
synthetic channels27-33. Indeed, membrane-spanning DNA nanopores have been very 
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recently built to feature a central hollow barrel which is open at both ends5-9. The 
barrel is composed of six hexagonally arranged, interconnected DNA duplexes that 
enclose a 2 nm-wide lumen with a length ranging from 17 to 42 nm. The innovative 
step was the inclusion of hydrophobic anchors5, 7, 9 to insert the negatively charged 
pores into the hydrophobic bilayer membrane. While of novelty and considerable 
interest34, 35, the barrels do not exploit the full design flexibility offered by DNA 
nanotechnology and do not exhibit the higher-order functions of ion channels which 
can bind ligands, respond by nanomechanical opening, and select cargo for transport. 
 
We used the simple geometric shape of an open barrel as a starting point to rationally 
design a nanodevice that can regulate the flux of matter across a bilayer membrane. 
The aim of the first design step was reduce the pore height to approximate the bilayer 
thickness36 and thereby avoid structural flexibility and potential leakiness37. A pore 
height of 7 nm (Fig. 1a, NP) was achieved using a six-helix-bundle architecture with 
six concatenated DNA strands, each of which connects two neighboring duplexes at 
their termini (Fig. 1b). This connectivity is drastically simpler than classical origami38 
based on cadnano software where oligonucleotides run through multiple duplexes and 
cause a minimum height of approx. 15 nm5, 38. Our design with connections at the 
duplex ends also avoids traditional internal cross-overs that cause structural 
deviations from parallel aligned duplexes 39. 
 
The second step was to design a molecular gate that closes one barrel entrance but re-
opens the channel upon binding of a ligand. A origami plate has been previously used 
as a controllable lid for a DNA origami box32. But our molecular models supported by 
biophysical studies37 suggest that the plate might be structurally too flexible and leaky 
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to form a tight seal. As a solution, we designed a nanodevice that features in its closed 
state, NP-C (Fig. 1c), a simple “lock” strand which is bound closely to the entrance by 
hybridization to two docking sites. The sites are formed by the extension of two 
duplex staves. Importantly, a “key” can hybridize to the lock and physically remove it 
to render the device in the open state, NP-O (Fig. 1c). Based on the dimension of a 2 
nm channel we expected the device to regulate the flow of small organic molecules 
which includes many medically important drug compounds. As a final design step, we 
equipped the nanodevices with hydrophobic cholesterol groups (Fig. 1d) to anchor the 
hydrophilic nanostructures into the lipid bilayer (Fig. 1c).  
 
We implemented our design by first constructing NP (Fig. 1a) to test if two crossovers 
per stave are sufficient to form a stable channel. As an additional motivation, the pore 
was built to serve as a reference standard for the structural derivatives NP-C and NP-
O. Pore NP was assembled by annealing within 15 min six oligonucleotides of 50 nt 
length (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2, Figs. S1-S3). The assembly was complete 
as demonstrated by a single band in gel electrophoresis for pores with and without 
lipid anchors (Fig. 2a, lane 1 and 2, respectively). SDS was added to the 
electrophoresis buffer to avoid band smearing6 caused by the hydrophobic lipid 
anchors (Fig. S3)9. The successful formation of the barrel was also supported by faster 
migrating control samples with incomplete sets of DNA strands (Fig. 2a, lanes 4 to 7). 
Atomic force microscopy of NP (Fig. 2b) yielded a length and width of 9.0 ± 1.5 nm 
and 5.1 ± 1.1 nm (full width at half maximum, n = 15), respectively, in agreement 
with the dimensions of the pore after correcting for tip broadening40. To support the 
determination of the pore width, we examined variant NPshort loop with shortened loops 
between the duplexes. The blunt-ended pore termini enabled base !-stacking between 
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head-to-tail assembled pores as seen in AFM analysis (Fig. 2b, Fig. S4). The resulting 
50 nm-long features had a width of 6.8 ± 1.3 nm (n = 16), but only exist at the solid 
interfaces but not in solution. To test whether regular NP pores with lipid anchors 
insert into bilayers, we determined the melting temperature of the DNA barrel. 
Consistent with membrane interaction, the melting temperature, Tm, increased by 
approx. 5 °C (Fig. 2c) while pores without anchors were unaffected (Fig. S5). 
 
Single-channel current recordings were used to examine whether NP is membrane-
spanning and structurally stable in the bilayer. A positive outcome would validate our 
non-traditional DNA architecture. NP formed a stable channel across the membrane 
as shown by a steady current in a representative current trace at +40 mV (Fig. 2d) and 
a narrow distribution of conductances (Fig. 2e; mean of 1.62 ± 0.09 nS, n = 100). The 
pore is also of ohmic behavior (Fig. S6) reflecting its vertical symmetry. Additional 
recordings in the presence of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) of known hydrodynamic 
diameter were used to confirm the expected channel width of the NP lumen. The basis 
of the approach is that polymers smaller than the channel width partition into pore to 
reduce its conductance while larger PEG probes unable to migrate into the lumen do 
not block conductance. Indeed, smaller PEGs such as those with a molecular mass of 
200 lowered the current compared to large polymers (Fig. 2f, Fig. S7) as summarized 
in a plot of the relative current change versus the hydrodynamic diameter of PEG 
(Fig. 2g).  The upper transition point of 1.8 nm is the PEG size that is just too big to 
enter the pore and closely matches the expected channel width of 2.0 nm.8 The hour-
long recordings -comprising repeated addition of PEG solutions followed by washing 
out- also confirmed that the pore can stay open under testing conditions without 
collapsing (Fig. S7). At potentials higher than 60 mV, NP adopted a lower 
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conductance state (Fig. S6) which does not affect functionality as the NP-derived 
nanodevice is operated via a ligand at zero potential. 
 
After confirming the design principle, we tested the fabrication of ligand-triggered 
nanopore NP-C. The device features a lock at the channel entrance (Fig. 1c) and was 
built by annealing the component DNA strands including the six DNA barrel strands 
and the lock oligonucleotide (Tables S1, S2; Figs. S1, S2). Self-assembly of NP-C 
was complete as shown by a single band in gel electrophoresis (Fig. 3a). Similarly, 
open-state NP-O was formed by annealing the six barrel strands (Tables S1, S2; Figs. 
S1, S2) yielding a single band (Fig. 3a) which migrated at a different height to NP-C. 
Accompanying FRET analysis demonstrated that NP-C was converted into NP-O by 
adding the key oligonucleotide to trigger the nanomechanical removal of lock DNA 
(Fig. 3b, Fig. S8). The signal of the acceptor positioned at the lock increased (Fig. 3b, 
red) while the signal for the donor at the docking site increased (Fig. 3b, blue). The 
key-and-lock interaction was specific because a key with non-matching sequence 
(Table S1) did not lead to a change (data not shown). The key-induced transition from 
NP-C to NP-O was also confirmed with gel electrophoresis (Fig. S8).  
 
To prove that the lock is obstructing the channel entrance, we conducted nanopore 
recordings of NP-C as well as NP-O for comparison. Indeed, blocked NP-C had a 
lower conductance of 0.66 ± 0.06 nS (n = 27, Figs. 3c-1 and 3c-2) than open NP-O 
with 1.34 ± 0.08 (n = 29, Figs. 3d-1 and 3d-2). The lock in NP-C did not completely 
abolish the pore current due to small 0.2-nm sized gaps between the pore wall and the 
lock (Fig. S2) as well as the ion permeability of the DNA channel wall37. The 
molecular difference at the channel entrance was also apparent in the electronic 
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signature of current traces recorded at a steady voltage (Fig. 3c-1 and Fig. 3d-1) and 
for a voltage ramp from -100 to +100 mV (Fig. 3c-3 and Fig. 3d-3). While NP-C was 
electrically quiet (Fig. 3c-1 and 3c-3), NP-O was noisier (Fig. 3d-1) and featured very 
frequent and short downward spikes at a positive potential (Fig. 3d-3). The spikes are 
probably caused by the electrophoretically induced flapping of negatively charged 
docking sites towards the positive potential at the trans pore side (Fig. 3d-3, Figs. S9 
and S10), something which cannot occur when the docking sites are held static by the 
lock in NP-C (Fig. 3c-3, Fig. S11). These recordings are striking because they offer a 
unique view of the molecular and dynamic properties of the rationally designed 
nanopores at the single-molecule level. Under the conditions used for current 
recordings the pores inserted in two different orientations into membranes (Figs. S9-
11). Directional insertion was not the focus of this study but can be achieved by 
placing hydrophobic anchors at one pore terminus7, 9. 
 
With the molecular characterization of NP-C and NP-O in place, the next step was to 
investigate the use of NP-C for controlling the release of small-molecule cargo from 
lipid vesicles. We first used open-channel NP-O to establish whether and which 
molecules can pass the pore. Fluorophores were chosen as cargo due to their simple 
detection and their ability to mimic the release of small molecules such as drugs. In 
the transport assay, the fluorophores are self-quenched at high-concentrations inside 
the vesicles but increase in emission and absorbance upon nanopore-mediated release 
into the solvent (Fig. 4a; Fig. S12, S13). NP-O displayed a remarkable ability to 
detect charge in the cargo. For example, fluorophore sulfo-rhodamine B (SRB) with 
one positive and two negative charges (Fig. 4a, green; maximum size of 0.7 nm) 
transported successfully (Figs. 4b and 4c, green). By contrast, replacement of the 
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positive with a negative charge such as in 6-carboxyfluorescein (CF) of the same 
parent structure (Fig. 4a, red) reduced the transport, as determined from the net 
increase of fluorescence between the begin and end of the release curves (Figs. 4b and 
4c, red; Fig. S13). The electrostatic selection of the DNA nanopore is due to its 
negatively charged wall because the protein pore α-hemolysin (α-HL) with an almost 
charge-neutral lumen of diameter ranging from 1.3 to 2.9 nm41 did not distinguish the 
two fluorophores (Fig. 4c). The very low transport of CF through NP-O furthermore 
strongly indicates that pore insertion into vesicles did not cause major vesicle 
rupturing or fluorophore leakage, even though a minor effect cannot be ruled out. 
 
Having established the cargo-selecting properties with NP-O, the successful lock-and-
key mechanism was investigated with NP-C. Using SRB as a probe molecule, we 
examined whether the nanodevice can control transmembrane transport in response to 
the DNA key (Fig. 4a). Vesicles carrying closed-state NP-C that were exposed to a 
mismatched key only showed a very small flux (Fig. 4d) in line with expectations that 
the lock would block the passage (Fig. 1c). Adding matching key to convert NP-C to 
open state NP-O, however, led to a 140-fold increase in flux, consistent with the 
sequence-specific removal of the lock from the nanodevice. The analysis of flux also 
confirmed that NP-O has a 130-fold higher selectivity (Fig. 4d) for probe SRB over 
CF which differed solely by the replacement of a positive with a negative charge. 
 
We have successfully developed a bio-inspired nanomechanical device to achieve the 
sequence-specific and controlled release of small-molecule cargo from vesicle 
containers. The next-generation nanopore advances the field of artificial DNA 
channels as it combines ligand-triggered channel opening and high selectivity for 
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small-molecule cargo5-10. The functional performance – as judged by the high 
difference in flux between closed and open channel, and for transported molecules 
differing by the presence of a positive or negative charge- matches or exceeds natural 
templates. Key to the successful fabrication of the channel were the favorable 
properties of DNA as a predictable and simple-to-handle building material for de-
novo design. In addition, the smallest DNA channel to date5-9 translates into high 
yields and low material costs to facilitate in future easy adoption of the technology by 
other scientists. The artificial ligand channel extends the range of biomimetic DNA 
materials which include molecular motors,33, 42 antibodies43 and multi-enzyme 
complexes29, 44. The principle of triggered opening may be used to facilitate transport 
of larger molecules, after adapting pore geometry. Similarly, the present ion 
selectivity imposed by the negatively charged DNA pore walls could be altered using 
nucleic acid analogues with a neutral backbone or positively charged bases. In 
conclusion, our report establishes the benefits of using DNA for the construction of 
advanced functional synthetic bilayer nanochannels. It thereby synergistically 
combines three exciting research areas of DNA nanotechnology, nanopores, and 
single-molecule research, and addresses the demand for functional DNA 
nanostructures. 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. A rationally designed DNA nanopore features a nanomechanical and 
sequence-specific gate to regulate transmembrane flux. (a) Structural model of 
pore NP composed of six DNA strands alternatively in dark and pale blue. The pore 
carries on its outside cholesterol-based membrane anchors (orange). (b) 2D map 
illustrating the connectivity of the six DNA strands of pore NP. (c) The “lock” DNA 
(red) of the closed nanopore NP-C is hybridizing to “key” DNA (green) to release 
open channel NP-O. (d) Chemical structure of the cholesterol membrane anchor. 
 
Figure 2. Nanopore NP is of the expected dimensions and spans a lipid bilayer, 
thereby confirming the validity of the novel pore design. (a) SDS PAGE analysis 
of NP with (lane 1) and without cholesterol anchors (lane 2), and 1.2 % native agarose 
gel electrophoresis of cholesterol-free NP (lane 3) and assemblies with five to two 
components strands (lanes 4 to 7). (b) Atomic force micrograph of NP (left) and 
NPshort loop (right) with a height of 1.6 ± 0.3 nm (n = 15) and 1.3 ± 0.8 nm (n = 16), 
respectively, caused by tip compression40. Scale bar = 25 nm. (c) Melting profile of 
cholesterol-bearing NP in the absence (blue; Tm = 50.3 ± 0.7 °C, n = 3) and presence 
of lipid vesicles (red; Tm = 55.2 ± 0.9 °C, n = 3). (d) Representative ionic current 
trace of a single NP pore in 1 M KCl, 10 mM HEPES pH 8.0 and at +40 mV relative 
to the cis side of the membrane which is defined in Fig. 1c. (e) Histogram of channel 
conductances obtained from 100 independent single-channel recordings at +20 mV. 
(f) Current traces of individual pores in the absence and presence of PEG molecules 
of noted mean molecular mass recorded at +20 mV. (g) The pore blockade depends 
on the hydrodynamic diameter of PEG. The data were derived from seven 
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independent measurements for PEG 62, four for PEG 200 to 400, and three for PEG 
600 to 3350. 
 
Figure 3. A DNA key leads to the triggered opening of NP-C to yield NP-O and 
both pores have distinct and expected molecular properties. (a) SDS PAGE 
analysis of NP-C and NP-O. (b) The addition of a five-molar excess of oligo key 
changes the FRET signal of NP-C. In line with a removal of key, the signal of the 
donor (blue) at the pore increases while the signal of the acceptor (red) positioned at 
the lock decreases. (c, d) Analysis via current recording of nanopores NP-C (c) and 
NP-O (d) with representative single-channel current traces at +40 mV for NP-C (c-1) 
and -40 mV for NP-O (d-1), conductance histogram analysis (c-2, d-2), and current 
traces for voltage ramps from -100 mV to +100 mV (c-3, d-3). Data in panel c-2 and 
d-2 were from 27 and 29 pores, respectively. The insets in c-3 and d-3 show the IV 
curves of each 10 pores. The lower conductance of NP-O compared to bare NP (1.61 
± 0.09 nS) is explained by the free docking sites which can reduce access of 
electrolyte ions to the channel entrance. 
 
Figure 4. NP-C can control the DNA-triggered and charge-selective release of 
small-molecule cargo from a reservoir.  (a) Scheme illustrating the assay to 
determine gating and selectivity in pore transport. Fluorophore carboxy-fluorescein 
(CF; red) and sulfo-rhodamine B (SRB; green) are self-quenched at high 
concentration inside lipid vesicles but increase their emission upon release and 
dilution. (b) Traces plotting fluorescence emission of CF and SRB for vesicles with 
inserted NP-O. (c) Histogram summarizing the release of fluorophores from NP-O 
and the neutral protein pore α-hemolysin (α-HL). The percentage release is 
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fluorescence at the end point of the kinetic curve, subtracted by the initial 
fluorescence at time zero and normalized to the maximum signal obtained from the 
detergent-lysed vesicles (Fig. S13). (d) Histogram for the flux of CF and SRB through 
NP-C exposed to a mismatching key, and NP-C after addition of matching key to 
yield NP-O. The flux is defined as the percentage release per min, as obtained from 
the linear fits to the initial slope of kinetic release traces. The data in c and d represent 
the averages and standard deviations from three independent experiments. 
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